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Naively, I thought that this chapter would be, by far, the easiest one to 
write. 

I have so many beautiful recollections of this path that it becomes 
almost impossible to cover all. This chapter, in a way, is supposed to be 
about pooling the influences that helped shape my pursuit of this degree, a 
kind of meta-analysis of the strength and motivation that provided me the 
spirit to accomplish this nice endeavor. 

This recollection is partially coded, if any explanation is needed don’t 
hesitate to ask ;)

My mentors
I want to thank Erick Alexanderson. Erick was my first brush with 

what I eventually wanted to do with my professional life. He introduced 
me to the fundamental perspective of the heart as a matter of study and 
dedication. I will always be grateful because you also taught me how people 
who are passionate about the heart conduce their vocation.

In the Dutch front, I want to thank Rudi Dierckx for the opportunity 
he gave me the day he directly offered me a place to pursue my PhD. I will 
never forget your wise teachings, witty character and your first major advice: 
“a PhD will forever change the way that you see life and how you deal with 
everything in it”.

I could not have accomplished this endeavor without Riemer Slart and 
René Tío, my direct supervisors. Thank you Riemer for teaching me about 
science and its clinical relevance. You were always there to back me up and 
allow me to thrive. Thank you René for showing me how different areas 
of knowledge, traditionally separated by departments, can harmoniously 
merge when the right questions are asked. 

I will always be very grateful to the other members of our research 
group: Hendrikus, Clarck, Ruben, Hans and all the others, both supervisors 
and students, who made this journey great every single Friday!

I will always remember you dearly and I’m sure we will be collaborating 
very much in the near future.

My family
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My mother lovingly seeded (even unconsciously) my interest in the 
what, the when, the how, but mostly in the why. A seemingly straightforward 
question that conveys the very essence of human curiosity. We have 
undeniably advanced thanks to the right question asked at the right time. 
Gracias mamá for lighting that flame within me.

My father has always made possible the impossible. He is the man that 
has taught me that there is no backwards, there is only alternatives. It goes 
without saying  that none of this work could have ever been possible without 
your unconditional love and support. Gracias papá. 

My brother has always been a source of wonder for me. You are a 
fighter, and as such, you have always reminded me what not giving up 
means, even against uncommonly understood adversities… constitutive or 
otherwise. I will always thank you for helping me maintain perspective.

Martha, my dear aunt, I have to thank you for serving me as living 
proof of what diligence and opportunity can make. I thank you for the 
inspiration you have meant for me to open my world to another continent.

Rufino, my uncle, thank you for teaching me the responsibilities of 
being a physician, your counsel has paved my way in a world of uncertainties, 
the world of medicine.

Mi abuela, este grado es para ti, el origen de todo. Este es el resultado 
de dos generaciones de crecimiento y esfuerzo. Gracias por tu amor eterno.

My Mexican Friends
No story told is able to separate completely from you. Eduardo, my 

other “me”, we have been through it all man… thank you for being a great 
support and for pushing me to challenge myself always. I trust that our 
futures will never be separate.

Fernanda Perezgay, thank you for the connection that we always 
shared, for the expansion of our minds and for the literary adventures, you 
were truly an axis in my motivation and the right person for the right task 
of a post-prologue. Monse you are the parallel of this story. Thank you for 
always proving that we are not the “weird” but the “right”.

Eduardo Uribe, we had a very different plan… remember? Go to 
Jalisco. Thank you for your friendship and complicity. Iván, I will always 
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remember how anything is minor as long as it is solvable, thank you for 
teaching me that. Peñarrieta, thank for your transmitting me you strength and 
decisiveness. Miguel Galindo, thank you for opening me to your alternative 
reality, where we both discovered that there is always a place somewhere for 
everyone. Fernando Iñarra, a mentor and medical brother, thank you for the 
wisdom and the perspective. Ana Gaby, thank you for your efforts in making 
this research possible, along with the rest of the research group (Alejandro, 
Lourdes and all the big minds in development).

My European Friends
Having met so many great people I was able to feel at home right 

from the beginning. I will always be grateful to Gry, my Norwegian seal, 
a partner in crime and a notable overseas friend who has been there even 
in the distance. Kushekar, I have told you many times the ways in which I 
would like to be more like you. Thank you for teaching me that kindness will 
always be a reward by itself and that “sharing is always happier”.

Then we have my Latin-European bastion. Andrea S., it was the funniest 
thing when I wanted to meet you thinking you were a girl (with a familiar 
name)… don’t worry we will always have Piazza de Santa Cecilia. Michele, 
there are not enough lines to describe your authenticity only the highest 
words ;). Francesco, the kind of heart, thank you for teaching me carbonara 
so research wouldn’t be so consuming. Marco and Christian, thank you for 
showing me the true Italian concept of extensive friendship without doubt or 
questions. Thank you people for teaching me how to properly cook, the best 
corners of Rome and, naturally, best faces of Italy. Thank you for debunking 
the idea that all Italians have an accent, are sleazy, shady and metrosexuals. 
Now I know that you are not shady nor metrosexuals.

Along with Groningen came very interesting people. Thank you 
Aleksandar for the nice chats criminal law and Julia for the latin conversations. 
Daniel, THE pub buddy and a happy coincidence, and Martijn, a very 
important  Dutch guy in my path, thank you for hospitality; you showed 
me the first faces of the daily Netherlands, the people, the principles, the 
mindset, the party… Thanks a lot for making a place for me in here. Also, 
thank you Andrea and Ximena for the cheers, mexican dinners and useful 
advice in our slang.

And finally, my Latin-American axis; Yon, thank you for being the 
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best interpreter of the daily Dutch pickles for me, your bicultural friendship 
and humbleness have being very important to me. Francis, the fighter, your 
hospitality and energy have always helped me keep going during crucial 
moments, I’m sure your pursuit will be fruitful. Thank you for all the 
discussions and help.

An finally, León, a corner stone to this story. Thank you for your 
support either calmly listening during our ethylic interpretations of the 
expat life or evoking the correct music loudly to make us feel at home. I have 
found a complement in you. Never lose the perspective that brought us here.

My Research Partners
To all the people from that isolated point in space-time, that PhD 

basement, the War-room… where the sun rarely hits but the real things 
happen daily. A very special mention is due for Jason (my friend, my coach, 
and even my patient... and full Spanish dictionary, certainly a true endeavor 
being Greek), thank you for enduring with me the test of being an outsider 
and thank you for your unconditional support and assertive advice that only 
experience and knowledge can generate; and naturally David (the mind that 
showed me the way, or Dr. Wallis), thank you for being a mentor, a confident, 
an example, a constant aid and a source of wonder. Our plumbs into the 
depths of statistics were a great experience, even more since we never really 
made it back. To my great science partners, Anniek (the best example of 
openness), Ines (my Portuguese counterpart), Bram (the best arm-wrestler), 
Andrea P. (il italianissimo and best example of a hardcore worker), Isadora 
(the grand physicist that would have been physician), Paula (my happy 
pharmacopeia and cheerful headache), Heli (the best example that only the 
essential words are needed), Ewelyna (my science neighbor), Andrea M. (the 
future of our line) and Carlos (El Salvaje), thank you all.

Last but not least, Martzen… het gouden meisje is the icon of a person 
who puts her soul where her words are. I will not be able to thank you 
enough for giving me your all, your support, your cheerfulness, your hopes, 
your time and especially your love. I once came to this country with a vague 
idea of what its blueprints were. “The Dutch are good, the Dutch are honest, 
the Dutch are straightforward to the point of being mistaken as rude, they 
are loyal, they are open and they are inclusive”. By finding you and your 
family, I was able to realize what all of this meant. 






